io6 lust had turned towards forbidden objects of desire—
towards the animals of the field, towards inanimate
things, towards objects of veneration, towards mytho-
logical deities. Her smile had in it something of the in-
toxication of parched earth after a sudden and furious
downpour $ it was the smile of the insatiable one to whom
a thousand burning kisses are only the incentive to re-
newed assaults. In some strange and inexplicable fashion
she has remained in my memory as the symbol of that
hunger for unbounded love which I sensed in a lesser
degree in all Greek women. It is almost the symbol of
Greece itself, this unappeasable lust for beauty, passion,
love.
For twenty years it had been my dream to visit Knossus.
I never realized how simple it would be to make the
journey. In Greece you have only to announce to some
one that you intend to visit a certain place and presto! in
a few moments there is a carriage waiting for you at the
door. This time it turned out to be an aeroplane. Sefer-
iades had decided that I should ride in pomp. It was a
poetic gesture and I accepted it like a poet
I had never been in a plane before and I probably will
nevtr go up again. I felt foolish sitting in the sky with
hands foldedj the man beside me was reading a news-
paper, apparently oblivious of the clouds that brushed
the window-panes. We. were probably making a hundred
miles an hour, but since we passed nothing but clouds I
had the impression of not moving. In short, it was un-
rellevedly dull and pointless. I was sorry that I had not
booked passage on the good ship Acropolis which was to
touch at Crete shortly. Man is made to walk the earth
and sail the seasj the conquest of the air is reserved for
a later stage of his evolution, when he will have sprouted

